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INTRODUCTION
Separably closed fields, Henselian fields, PAC fields, PRC fields, and
PpC fields enjoy a common feature: each of them is existentially closed in
the corresponding field of formal power series. We have called a field K
Ž w xwith this property ample. Pop, who introduces this type of field in Po1 ,
calls them ``large.'' Since this name has been used earlier with a different
wmeaning, we have modified it to ``ample'' HJ, Definition 6.3 and the
x .attached footnote . Alternatively, a field K is ample if each absolutely
irreducible curve C over K with a simple K-rational point has infinitely
w xmany K-rational points. The main result of HJ reveals a remarkable
Ž .property of K : each finite constant split embedding problem over K x has
w xa rational solution. More precisely, HJ gives an alternative proof to a
w xresult of Pop Po1, Main Theorem A :
THEOREM 1. Let K be an ample field and let L be a finite Galois extension
Ž .of K. Suppose that G LrK acts on a finite group G. Then there is a field F
with the following properties:
Ž . Ž .a F is a Galois extension of K x that contains L.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..b There is an isomorphism a : G i G LrK “ G FrK x such
that res ( a s pr.L
Ž .  4c F has an L-rational place w : F “ L j ‘ .
w xAmong others, this result settled Problem 24.41 of FrJ : every PAC
Hilbertian field is v-free.
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ŽPrevious proofs of this result used analytical methods complex analyti-
w xcal methods in characteristic 0 FrJ and rigid analytical methods in the
w x. w xgeneral case Po1 . In contrast, our approach in HJ was elementary,
w xalgebraic, and, together with HV , self-contained. Indeed, we took an
axiomatic approach: Let FrE be a Galois extension of arbitrary fields.
Ž .Suppose that G FrE acts on a finite group G. Suppose that this action
extends to a ``proper action'' on appropriate ``patching data''
Ž . Ž .E, F , Q , Q; G , G . Then the split embedding problem G i G FrEi i i ig I
Ž .“ G FrE has a solution.
In this note we use our approach via algebraic patching to give an
welementary proof of a generalization of Theorem 1, due to Pop Po2,
xTheorem 2.7 :
THEOREM 2. Let E be a function field of one ¤ariable o¤er an ample field
K. Suppose that ErK is separable. Let F be a finite Galois extension of E.
Ž .Denote the algebraic closure of K in F by L. Suppose that G FrE acts on a
Ãfinite group G. Then there exists a finite field F with the following properties:
ÃŽ .a F is a Galois extension of E that contains F.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .b There is an isomorphism a : G i G FrE “ G FrE such that
res ( a s pr.F
ÃŽ .c F is a regular extension of L.
Group theoretic and Galois theoretic manipulations reduce the proof of
Ž .Theorem 2 to the case where E s K x and x is, as always, transcendental
Ž .over K Proposition 1.4 . Moreover, we may extend L if necessary, so that
 4 Ž .F has an L-rational place w : F “ L j ‘ and w x g K. As usual, we
ŽŽ ..replace K at this point by K t , if necessary, to assume that K is
complete under an ultrametric absolute value, its residue field is infinite,
Ž Ž . .and LrK is an unramified extension. Let G s G L x rE and G s1
Ž Ž .. Ž .G FrL x . The existence of w implies that the extension G FrE “ G
w x Ž Ž .splits. As in HJ , we then construct patching data L x , F , Q , Q; G , G ii i i
.G , on which G acts properly such that 1 g I and F s F. The1 ig I 1
Ã``compound'' F of this patching data is a Galois extension of E, and there
ÃŽ . Ž .exists an isomorphism a : G i G i G “ G FrE such that res (Ã1 Fr LŽ x .
a s pr . Moreover, let a be the restriction of a to G i G . Based on anG 0 1
Ã Ãw x Ž . Ž Ž ..observation of HV , we find that F contains F, a G i G s G FrL x ,0 1
Ž . Ž .and res ( a s pr . As G i G i G s G i G i G s G iÃFr F 0 G 1 11
ÃŽ .G FrE , the field F is a solution to the original embedding problem pr:
Ž . Ž .G i G FrE “ G FrE .
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1. GENERALITIES ON SPLIT EMBEDDING PROBLEMS
Let K be a field. Let x be a transcendental element over K , let E be0 0 0
Ž .a finite extension of K x , and let E be a finite Galois extension of E .0 0
Ž . Ž .Assume that G ErE acts on a finite group G; let G i G ErE be the0 0
Ž . Ž .semidirect product and let pr: G i G ErE “ G ErE be the corre-0 0
sponding projection. We call
pr
G i G ErE “ G ErE 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .a split K -embedding problem. A solution field to problem 1.1 is a finite0
Galois extension F of E containing E, for which there exists an isomor-0
Ž . Ž .phism a : G i G ErE “ G FrE such that res ( a s pr.0 0 E
Ž .Let K be the algebraic closure of K in E. We say that 1.1 is regular if0
ErK is regular, that is, ErK is separable. For instance, if E rK is0 0
Ž .separable, then 1.1 is regular. We say that the solution is regular if F is
regular over K.
Clearly, only a regular embedding problem may have a regular solution.
Ž .LEMMA 1.1. In the abo¤e notation, let 1.1 be a split K -embedding0
problem. Let EX be a finite Galois extension of E that contains E, let res:0
Ž X . Ž . XG E rE “ G ErE be the restriction map, and let h: G “ G be an0 0
Ž X . Xepimorphism of finite groups. Assume that G E rE acts on G such that0
Ž .res g X Xgh s s h s for each g g G E rE and s g G . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Consider the corresponding split K -embedding problem:0
prX
X X X XG i G E rE “ G E rE . 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž X . Ž .a If 1 has a solution, then 1.1 has a solution.
Ž . Ž X. Ž .b If 1 has a regular solution and E rK is separable, then 1.1 has0 0
a regular solution.
X Ž X. X X Ž X .Proof. Let F be a solution of 1.1 and let a : G i G E rE “0
Ž X . X XXG F rE be an isomorphism such that res ( a s pr .0 E
Ž .By 1.2 there is a commutative diagram of group epimorphisms:
prXX X X6Ž . Ž .G i G E rE G E rE0 0
6
Ž .1.3resŽ .h , res
6 pr 6
Ž .Ž . G ErE .G i G ErE 00
Ž . X Ž X . Ž .Let C be the kernel of the map h, res : G i G E rE “ G i G ErE0 0
XŽ . X XŽ . Ž X .and let F be the fixed field of a C in F , that is, a C s G F rF . As
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X Ž X .C 1 G i G E rE , the extension FrE is Galois. We have0 0
res G FXrF s res X (res X ( a X C s res X (prX C .Ž . Ž . Ž .E E r E E E r E
Ž . Ž X . XHence by 1.3 , res G F rF s 1. Therefore, E : F. The isomorphism aE
Ž . Ž .induces an isomorphism a : G i G ErE “ G FrE such that res ( a0 0 E
s pr.
Ž .This proves a .
Let K be the algebraic closure of K in E and let K X be the algebraic0
closure of K in EX. Assume that E rK is separable. Then so is FrK ,0 0 0 0
and hence so is FrK.
Ž . Ž X . Ž X . XXBy diagram 1.4 , res G F rF s G E rE . Hence F l E s E. It fol-E
lows that F l K X s F l EX l K X s E l K X s K. Thus, if FXrK X is regular,
so is FrK.
Ž .LEMMA 1.2. Let F be a regular solution of a split K -embedding0
problem,
pr
G i G ErE “ G ErE .Ž . Ž .0 0
Let EX be an intermediate field of ErE , and let K X be the algebraic closure of0 0 0
X Ž X . Ž . XK in E . Then the subgroup G ErE of G ErE defines a split K -em-0 0 0 0 0
bedding problem,
prX
X XG i G ErE “ G ErE ,Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .and F is its regular solution.
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Ž . Ž .Proof. If a : G i G ErE “ G FrE is an isomorphism such that0 0
X XŽ Ž .. Ž .res ( a s pr, then a G i G ErE s G FrE .E 0 0
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a subgroup of a finite group D. Suppose that G acts
on a finite group G. Then there exist a finite group GX and an epimorphism h:
X X Ž g . Ž .gG “ G such that D acts on G and h s s h s for each g g G and
s g GX.
Proof. Part A: A free group. We first omit the requirement that GX be
finite; in fact, we now require that it be a finitely generated free group.
ÃChoose a set X of generators of G. Let Y s X = D and let G be the free
group on Y. The group D acts on the set Y by multiplication from the
right on the second factor. This action extends to an action of D on the
Ãgroup G. Choose a system of representatives D for the left cosets of G in0
Ã?D, that is, D s D d G. Define a map h: Y “ G byd g D 0
Ã gh x , dg s x for x g X , d g D , and g g G.Ž . 0
Ã Ã XThis map extends to an epimorphism h: G “ G. For all g , g g G we have
Ã X g Ã X g Xg Ã X g Ã g Ã gŽŽ . . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h x, dg s h x, dg g s x s h x, dg . Hence h s s h s forÃ Ã
Ãeach s g G and each g g G, as required.Ã
ÃPart B: A finite group. As G is finitely generated, the collection F of
Ãall epimorphisms of G onto G is finite. Therefore N s F Ker f is af g F
Ã Ã Ãnormal subgroup of G of finite index. As h g F, we have N F Ker h.
X Ã ÃHence G s GrN is a finite group and h induces an epimorphism h:
GX “ G.
ÃŽ .  < 4 Ž .If d g Aut G , then f (d f g F s F, and hence d N s N. There-
fore each d g D induces a unique automorphism d of GX such that
d d Ã XŽ .s N s s N for each s g G. It follows that D acts on the group G .
Moreover, for each g g G,
g g gg gÃ Ãh s N s h s N s h s s h s s h s N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Xg gŽ . Ž .Hence h s s h s for each g g G and each s g G .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that e¤ery regular split K -embedding prob-0
lem,
prX
X X X XG i G E rK x “ G E rK x , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž .has a regular solution. Then e¤ery regular split K -embedding problem,0
pr
G i G ErE “ G ErE , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .has a regular solution.
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Proof. There are two cases to consider:
Case A. E rK is separable. Replace x with another transcendental0 0
Ž .element separating transcendence basis of E rK to assume that0 0
Ž . X Ž .E rK x is separable. Let E be the Galois closure of E over K x .0 0 0
Ž X . Ž X . Ž .Then G E rE acts on G via the restriction map G E rE “ G ErE .0 0 0
Lemma 1.3 gives a finite group GX, an epimorphism h: GX “ G, and an
Ž X Ž .. X Ž g . Ž .gaction of G E rK x on G such that h s s h s for each g g0
Ž X . XG E rE and s g G . This action defines a split K -embedding problem0 0
Ž X. X Ž X.1.5 . As E rK is separable, 1.5 is regular. By assumption, it has a0
regular solution. By Lemma 1.2, this solution is also a regular solution of
prX
X X XG i G E rE “ G E rE .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .By Lemma 1.1, 1.5 has a regular solution.
Ž .Case B. E rK is not separable. In this case char K s p ) 0. Let0 0
K X s K 1r q, where q is a power of p, and put EX s EK X and EX s EK X . if0 0 0 0 0
q is sufficiently large then EX rK X is a separable extension; assume this is0 0
the case.
As EX rE is purely inseparable, EXrEX is a Galois extension and the0 0 0
Ž X X . Ž . Ž .restriction res: G E rE “ G ErE is an isomorphism. Thus 1.5 in-0 0
duces a split K X -embedding problem,0
G i G EXrEX “ G EXrEX . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
The map y ‹ y q gives an isomorphism of K X onto K , and hence the0 0
assumptions of our proposition are satisfied with K X instead of K .0 0
Ž . X XTherefore, by Case A, 1.6 has a regular solution F . Again, as E rE is0 0
linearly disjoint from the separable closure of E over E , there exists a0 0
unique Galois extension FrE such that FX s FEX . In particular, the0 0
Ž X X . Ž .restriction G F rE “ G FrE is an isomorphism, and hence F is a0 0
Ž .solution of 1.5 . &
Ž .Suppose now that 1.5 is regular; that is, E is regular over K s E l K .0
Let K X s KK X . Then K XrK is a purely inseparable extension and EK X s0
X X X X Ž .EK s E . Hence E rK is regular; that is, 1.6 is regular. By our con-0
struction, FXrK X is regular.
As both FrE and ErK are separable, so is FrK. Therefore the
algebraic closure M of K in F is separable over K and FrM is separable.
But F : FX, and K X is algebraically closed in FX; hence M : K X. As K XrK
is purely inseparable, we have M s K. Conclude that F is a regular
extension of K.
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2. EMBEDDING PROBLEMS UNDER EXISTENTIALLY
CLOSED EXTENSIONS
ÃConsider a field extension K rK such that K is existentially closed in0 0 0
Ã n ÃK . That is, each algebraic subset A of A that has a K -rational point0 0
also has a K -rational point.0
ÃIn particular, K rK is regular. Furthermore, if K is a finite extension0 0
Ã Ã Ãof K and K s KK , then K is existentially closed in K. Indeed, let0 0
w xv , . . . , v be a linear basis of KrK . So if f g K X , . . . , X , there are1 d 0 1 n
d Ãw xunique f , . . . , f g K X , . . . , X such that f s Ý v f . As K rK is1 d 0 1 n is1 i i 0 0
Ã Ãregular, v , . . . , v is also a basis of KrK . It follows that the equation1 d 0
n ÃnŽ . Ž .f X , . . . , X s 0 has a solution in K resp., K if and only if1 n
d d d
v f v X , . . . , v X s 0Ý Ý Ýi i i 1 i i niž /
is1 is1 is1
nd ÃndŽ .has a solution in K resp., K . The latter equation can be written as a
ÃŽ . Ž .system of equations over K resp., over K . Thus f X , . . . , X s 0 has0 0 1 n
n Ãna solution in K if and only if it has a solution in K .
Consider a regular split K -embedding problem,0
pr
H i G ErK x “ G ErK x . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ã Ã ÃAssume that x is transcendental over K and put E s EK . Then E is0 0
Ã w xlinearly disjoint from K over K FrJ, Lemma 9.9 , and therefore res :Ã0 0 Er E
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..G ErK x “ G ErK x is an isomorphism. Thus G ErK x acts on0 0 0
ÃH via res . This gives rise to a regular split K -embedding problem,ÃEr E 0
prÃÃ Ã ÃH i G EK x “ G ErK x . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 0
Ã ÃLet K be the algebraic closure of K in E. Then K s KK is the0 0
Ã Ã w xalgebraic closure of K in E FrJ, Lemma 9.3 . Furthermore, let w :0
Ã 4 Ž .E “ K j ‘ be a K-place unramified over K x . As K and E are linearly
Ã Ãdisjoint over K, the place w extends to a K-rational place w of E,Ã
ÃŽ .unramified over K x .
In this setup we prove the following.
ÃŽ .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that 2.2 has a solution field F such that w extendsÃ
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .to a K-rational place of F unramified o¤er K x . Then 2.1 has a solution
Ž .field F such that w extends to a K-rational place of F unramified o¤er K x .
Ž .Proof. We may assume that w x s ‘; otherwise replace x by another
Ž .generator of K x over K.
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Ã ÃŽ Ž ..By assumption, there exists an isomorphism a : H i G ErK x “0
Ã ÃŽ Ž ..G FrK x such that res ( a s pr.Ã0 E
Ã Ãw x w xSo, there exist polynomials f g K X, Z , g g K X, Y , and elements0
Ãz, y g F such that the following conditions hold:
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3a F s K x, z , f x, Z s irr z, K x ; we may therefore iden-0 0
Ã Ã ÃŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..tify G f x, Z , K x with G FrK x .0 0
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .3b F s K x, y , g x, Y s irr y, K x ; therefore, g X, Y is abso-
Ž . dlutely irreducible. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume that g X, Y s Y q
dy1 ÃŽ . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .a X y q ??? qa X with a g K X and deg a X F det a X G 1,1 d i i 1
for i s 1, . . . , d.
ÃAll of these objects depend on only finitely many parameters from K .0
ÃSo, let u , . . . , u be elements of K such that the following conditions1 n 0
hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .4a F s K u, x, z is a Galois extension of K u, x , the coeffi-0 0
Ž . w x Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .cients of f X, Z lie in K u , f x, Z s irr z, K u, x , and G f x, Z ,0 0
ÃŽ .. Ž Ž . Ž ..K u, x s G f x, Z , K x .0 0
Ž . Ž . w x4b F s K u, x, y and the coefficients of g lie in K u ; hence
Ž . Ž Ž ..g x, Y s irr y, K u, x .
Ã Ž .As K rK is regular over K , so is K u . Thus, u generates an0 0 0 0
Ž w x.absolutely irreducible variety U s Spec K u over K . The variety U has0 0
a nonempty Zariski open subset U X such that for each uX g U X the
Ž . Ž X . XK -specialization u, x “ u , x extends to an E-homomorphism :0
w x w X X X xE u, x, z, y “ E u , x, z , y such that the following conditions hold:
Ž . XŽ X. XŽ .5a f x, z s 0, the discriminant of f x, Z is not zero, and
X Ž X X . XŽ . Ž X .F s K u , x, z is the splitting field of f x, Z over K u , x ; in particu-0 0
X Ž X .lar, F rK u , x is Galois.0
Ž . XŽ . XŽ X. XŽ .5b g X, Y is absolutely irreducible and g x, y s 0; so g x, Y
Ž X Ž X .. XŽ . d X Ž . dy1s irr y , K u , x . Furthermore, g X, Y s Y q a X Y q ??? q1
X Ž . X w x X Ž . X Ž .a X with a g K X and deg a X F deg a X G 1, for i s 1, . . . , d.d i i 1
To achieve the absolute irreducibility of gX, we have used the
w xBertini]Noether theorem FrJ, Proposition 8.8 . Since K is existentially0
Ã X Ã X XŽ . Ž . Ž .closed in K and since u g U K , we can choose u g U K . By 5a ,0 0 0
the homomorphism induces an embedding
wU : G f X x , Z , K x “ G f x , Z , K u, x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. w xwhich commutes with the restriction to G K x rK x La, p. 248 .0
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Ž . Ž .Observe that K x is linearly disjoint from K u over K :0 0
Ž .Hence, by 5b ,
X X XG f x , Z , K x s F : K x s deg g x , Z K x : K xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0
s deg g x , Z K u, x : K u, xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
s F : K u, x s G f x , Z , K u, x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
U Ž U .y1It follows that w is an isomorphism. Hence w ( a solves embedding
Ž .problem 2.1 .
Extend w to a place wX of FX. Then wX extends the specialization x “ ‘.
Ž . X X Ž . XBy Lemma 2.2 and 5b , w totally decomposes in F rK x , that is, w is
unramified and K-rational.
Žw x.LEMMA 2.2 GeJ, Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 9.3 . Let K be an arbitrary
Ž .field and consider a Galois extension F of K x of degree d that is regular o¤er
Ž .K. Then the K-place x “ ‘ of K x totally decomposes in F if and only if
Ž Ž .. d Ž . dy1 Ž .there exists y g F such that irr y, K x s Y q a x Y q ??? qa x1 d
w x Ž . Ž .with a g K x such that deg a X F deg a X G 1, for i s 1, . . . , d.i i 1
3. SPLIT EMBEDDING PROBLEMS AND PATCHING DATA
In this section we fix a finite Galois extension ErE with Galois group0
G. Assume that G properly acts on patching data,
E s E, F , Q , Q; G , G . 3.1Ž . Ž .i i i igI
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w xWe explain these notions HJ, Definitions 1.1 and 1.4 :
DEFINITION 3.1. Patching data with a proper action. Let I be a finite set
< < Ž .with I G 2. Patching data 3.1 consists of fields E : F , Q : Q and finitei i
groups G F G, i g I, such thati
a F rE is a Galois extension with group G , i g I.Ž . i i
b F : QX , where QX s F Q , i g I.Ž . i i i j/ i j
c F Q s E.Ž . ig I i 3.2Ž .
² < :d G s G i g I .Ž . i
< <e Let n s G . For all B g GL Q and i g I there existŽ . Ž .n
X X XB g GL Q and B g GL Q such that B s B B .Ž . Ž .i n i i n i i i
A proper action of G on E is a triple that consists of an action of G on
the group G, an action of G on the field Q, and an action of G on the set I
such that the following conditions hold:
a The action of G on Q extends the action of G on E.Ž .
g g g
g g gb F s F , Q s Q , and G s G , for all i g I and g g G.Ž . 3.3Ž .i i i i i i
gg tt gc a s a for all a g F , t g G , i g I , and g g G.Ž . Ž . Ž . i i
The action of G on G defines a semidirect product G i G such that
g y1t s g tg for all t g G and g g G.
For each i g I let P s F Q be the compositum of F and Q in Q.i i i i i
Ž .Remark 3.2. Identifications. a Identify G with a subgroup of
Ž . Ž .Aut QrE by 3.3a . Furthermore, if LrE is a Galois extension such that0 0
Ž . Ž .E : L : Q, then the restriction res : Aut QrE “ G LrE maps GQ r L 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .onto a subgroup G of G LrE . Moreover, res : G LrE “ G ErE0 L r E 0 0
maps G onto G. Hence G is isomorphic to G. Again, identify G with G.
Ž . Ž .Thus both restrictions res : G LrE “ G ErE and res : G “L r E 0 0 Q r L
Ž . Ž . Ž .G LrE map G identically onto itself. In particular, G LrE s G LrE0
i G.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Conditions 3.2b and 3.2c imply that F l Q s E. Hencei i
ŽP rQ is a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic via the restric-i i
. Ž . Ž .tion of automorphisms to G s G F rE . Identify G P rQ with G viai i i i i
this isomorphism. If LrE is a Galois extension such that LQ s P , theni i
the restriction of G to L is isomorphic to G : again, identify this groupi i
with G .i
Consider the Q-algebra
G <N s Ind Q s a u a g Q ,Ý1 u u½ 5
ugG
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where addition and multiplication are defined componentwise. Thus Q
embeds diagonally in N. For each i g I, consider the Q-subalgebra
G < tN s Ind P s a u g N a g P , a s a for all u g G, t g G .Ýi G i u u i u u i½ 5i t
ugG
Let F s F N .ig I i
w xWe know HJ, Proposition 1.5 that FrE is a Galois extension of fields0
Ž .and there is an isomorphism c : G i G “ G FrE . In fact, the proof of0
w xHJ, Proposition 1.5 explicitly describes this isomorphism, or, equivalently,
the action of G i G on F. Indeed, G acts on N by
s
y1a u s a s u s a u , s g G, 3.4Ž .Ý Ý Ýu u suž /
ugG ugG ugG
and G acts on N by
g
g ga u s a u , a g Q, g g G ; 3.5Ž .Ý Ýu u už /
ugG ugG
these two actions combine to an action of G i G on N. The restriction of
this action to F is the required action.
Ž .pThe homomorphism p : N “ Q given by Ý a u s a fixes E andu g G u 1
X p Ž .hence also E . Therefore F s F the compound of E is a Galois0
Ž X . Ž .extension of E with G F rE ( G FrE ( G i G, and p defines an0 0 0
action of G i G on FX by
g pp ga s a , a g F , g g G i G.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let us describe this action, using 3.4 and 3.5 . Let a s Ý a u g F.u g G u
For each g g G we have
p
gp g g g pga s a u s a s a .Ý u 1ž /
ugG
Ž . XFurthermore, for each i g I and each s g G s G P rQ we have F : Pi i i i
and
p
sp s psa s a u s a s a s a .Ý su s 1ž /
ugG
Ž XThis gives the following result in which F stands for F ; the original F
.will not be used henceforth :
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F be the compound of E. Then FrE is Galois0
Ž .and there is an isomorphism c : G i G “ G FrE that maps G and the G0 i
Ž .identically onto themsel¤es under the identification of Remark 3.2 .
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COROLLARY 3.4. Assume that 1 g I and the following condition holds:
a 1g s 1 for all g g G ; andŽ .
3.6Ž .² < :b G s H i G , where H s G i g I , i / 1 F G;Ž . 1 i
let r : G “ G be the canonical projection.1
Then
Ž .a F , Q , and G are G-in¤ariant; put D s G i G.1 1 1 1
Ž .b F rE is a Galois extension.1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .c G F rE s D, that is, the action of G on G s G F rE by1 0 1 1
Ž .conjugation in G F rE coincides with the action induced from the gi¤en1 0
action of G on G.
Ž . Ž . Ž .d F : F and res : G FrE “ G F rE is r : G “ G .1 Fr F 1 11
Ž .e The following diagram is commutati¤e:
c 6




Ž .D s G i G G F rE .1 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a This follows from 3.3b by 3.6a .
Ž . Ž .b By assumption, F rE is Galois. By a , F is G-invariant, that is,1 1
Ž .every element of G ErE extends to an automorphism of F . Hence each0 1&
E -isomorphism of F into E maps F onto itself.0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .c Remark 3.2 asserts that G F rE is a semidirect product of G1 0 1
Ž . gy1tg t gwith G. By 3.3c , a s a for all a g F and g g G.1
Ž . Ž .d We have F : F P , because P s F Q and, by 3.2b , F :1 ig I i 1 1 1 1
Q : P , for each 1 / i g I. Hence, if s g G and 1 / i g I, then, sincei i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .F : Q , we have r s s 1 s res s . If s g G s G P rQ , then1 i P r F 1 1 1i 1
Ž . Ž . wr s s s s res s , by our identifications. Hence, by HV, LemmaP r F1 1
Ž .x3.6 c we have F : F and res s r.1 Fr F1
Ž .e It suffices to verify the commutativity on the elements of G and
Ž .the G 's, since they generate G i G. Therefore the result follows from di
and Proposition 3.3.
4. SPLIT EMBEDDING PROBLEMS OVER FUNCTION
FIELDS OF ONE VARIABLE OVER AMPLE FIELDS
In this section we present the main result. We first consider the special
case of complete field and then deduce the general case from it.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let KrK be a finite unramified Galois extension of0
complete fields under a nontri¤ial ultrametric absolute ¤alue such that the
residue field K is infinite. Let0
pr
H i G F rK x “ G F rK x 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 1 0
be a split K -embedding problem. Suppose that K : F . Let w be a K-rational0 1
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .K-place of F , unramified o¤er K x , such that w x g K j ‘ . Then 4.11 0
has a solution field F such that w extends to a K-rational place of F
Ž .unramified o¤er K x .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Put E s K x , E s K x , and let G s G KrK s G ErE .0 0 0 0
We may assume that H / 1.
We break up the proof into several parts. The idea of the proof is to
Ž . Ž .extend E, F to patching data E s E, F , Q , Q; G , G with 1 g I on1 i i i ig I
which G properly acts; its compound F will be the required solution field.
Ž 5. 5Part A: Completion of E, . Extend to an absolute value on E by
n i  < < < <4the formula Ý a x s max a , . . . , a . Then, the residue x of x isis1 i 0 n
Ž .transcendental over K, and the residue fields satisfy E s K x and0 0
Ž . w Ž .x w xE s K x HJ, Remark 3.2 b . Since KrK is unramified, K : K s0 0
Ã Ã Ãw x w x Ž 5. Ž 5.K : K s E : E . Let E , be the completion of E , . Then E s E K0 0 0 0 0
5 w x w xis the completion of E with respect to . Moreover, K : K s E : E F0 0
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw x w x w x w xE : E F K : K . Hence E : E s K : K , and therefore E l K s0 0 0 0 0
Ã ÃŽ .K . So we may identify G ErE with G via restrictions to E and K. Since0 0
Ã Ã5the extension of from E to E is unique, each g g G preserves the0
Ãabsolute value on E. In particular, each g g G is a continuous automor-
Ãphism of E.
Part B: Construction of the Q 's. Write H asi
<H s t j g J , 4.2Ž . 4j
with the index set J of the same cardinality as that of H. Put I s J = G2
Ž X.g Ž X . Ž .and let G act on I by j, g s j, g g . Identify j, 1 g I with j, for2 2
each j g J. Then
Every i g I can be uniquely written as i s jg2 4.3Ž .with j g J and g g G.
? 4Let I s 1 j I and extend the action of G on I to an action on I by2 2
1g s 1 for each g g G.
w xBy Claim A of the proof of HJ, Proposition 5.2 , K has a subset
 < 4c i g I such thati 2
g < < < <gc s c and c s c y c s 1 for i / j and g g G. 4.4Ž .i i i i j
As K is infinite, we may choose c g K such that c / 0, ‘ and0 1 0 1
 < 4 Ž .c f c i g I . It follows that 4.4 holds for all i, j g I.1 i 2
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Ž .  < 4For each i g I let w s 1r x y c . Let R s K w i g I be the closurei i i
Ãw < x Ž .of K w i g I in E and let Q s Quot R . For each i g I leti
< X  4Q s Q s Quot K w j / i and Q s Q s Quot K w . 4 Ž .Ž .i I R i4 j i i4 i
w x X Ž .By HJ, Proposition 3.10 , Q s F Q and E s K x s F Q . Byi j/ i j ig I i
Ž . g w < xg4 , each g g G satisfies w s w and therefore maps K w i g I ontoi i i
Ãitself. Since the action of g on E is continuous, g leaves R, and hence
Ž .also Q, invariant. We identify G with its image in Aut Q . In addition,
g Ž X .g Xg gQ s Q and Q s Q for each i g I.i i i i
X Ž .Part C: Without loss of generality, F : Q and w w s 0. To show1 1 1
X Ž .this, it suffices to construct a K-embedding u : F “ Q such that u E s1 1 0
Ž . y1Ž .E , u E s E, and w (u w s 0. Indeed, the isomorphism u : F “0 1 1
Ž .u F ensures that the assumptions and the conclusions of our proposition1
Ž . Ž Ž . y1 .hold for F , w if and only if they hold for u F , w (u .1 1
We construct u as above in two steps.
 4As w maps w into K j ‘ , there is a K -automorphism v of1 0 0
Ž . y1Ž .E s K w such that w ( v w s 0. Extend v to a K-automorphism0 0 1 1
of E and then to an isomorphism of fields F “ FX. Apply it to assume1 1
Ž .that w w s 0.1
Let FU be the completion of F at w, and let EU : FU be the1 1 1
w U U x Ž . Ž .corresponding completion of E. Then F : E s e F rE f F rE s 1.1 1 1
U ŽŽ .. U ŽŽ ..But E s K w . Hence F : F s K w .1 1 1 1
ŽŽ ..Let z g K w be a primitive element for F rE. For c / 0 in K1 1 0
ŽŽ .. Ž . ‘ ilet m be the automorphism of K w mapping f w s Ý a w toc 1 1 ism i 1
Ž . ‘ Ž i. i Ž . Ž .f cw s Ý a c w . Note that m leaves E s K w and E s K w1 ism i 1 c 1 0 0 1
y1Ž . Ž y1 . w xinvariant, and w (m w s w c w s 0. By Ar, Theorem 2.14 therec 1 1
is c g K= such that z as a Laurent series in w converges at c. Thus1
Ž . X Ž . X Žm z g Q and hence m F : Q . Although Artin uses analysis to provec 1 c 1 1
that an algebraic power series converges, one can give an algebraic proof
.of this result, in the style of the proof of Hensel's lemma.
Part D: Groups. As F : Q is a Galois extension of E , it is G-1 0
Ž . Ž .invariant. Let G s G F rE . Identify G F Aut QrE with its image in1 1 0
Ž . Ž .G F rE . Then G F rE s G i G, where G acts on G by conjugation1 0 1 0 1 1
Ž .in G F rE . Thus1 0
g gtt ga s a for all g g G , a g F , and t g G . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .The given action of G F rE on H induces an action of its subgroups1 0
G and G on H. Let G s H i G with respect to this action. Then1 1
H i G F rE s H i G i G s H i G i G s G i G.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 1
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Ž . g X XLet i g I . Use 3 to write i s j with unique j g J and g g G. Then2
define t s t g
X
and observe thati j
t g s t g for all i g I and g g G. 4.6aŽ .i i 2
By 2 ,Ž .
² < :H s t i g I . 4.6bŽ .i 2
² :For each i g I let G s t F H. Thus2 i i
² < : ² < :G s G i g I and H s G i g I . 4.6cŽ .i i 2
Gg s G g for all i g I and g g G. 4.6dŽ .i i
< <I G 2. 4.6eŽ .
w xPart E: Patching data. For each j g J HJ, Proposition 5.1 gives a
² : Xcyclic extension F rE with Galois group G s t such that F : Q . Forj j j j j
g Žan arbitrary i g I there exist unique j g J and g g G such that i s j by2
Ž .. g4.3 . Let F s F . As g acts on Q and leaves E invariant, F is a Galoisi j i
extension of E and F : QX.i i
Ž . Ž .The isomorphism g : F “ F gives an isomorphism G F rE ( G F rE ,j i j i
Ž . y1 Ž .which maps each t g G F rE onto g (t (g g G F rE . We can there-j i
Ž . y1fore identify G with G F rE such that t coincides with g (t (g . Thisi i i j
Ž t .g Ž g .t gmeans that a s a for all a g F and t g G .j j
It follows that for all i g I and g g G we have Fg s F g . Moreover,i i
Ž t .g Ž g .t g Ž .a s a for all a g F and t g G ; this extends 5 .i i
w x Ž . Ž . Ž X .By HJ, Corollary 4.5 , GL Q s GL Q GL Q for each n g N andn n i n i
Ž .each i g I. Thus E s E, F , Q ; G , G is patching data on which Gi i i ig I
Ž . Ž .properly acts Definition 3.1 . By Corollary 3.4 e the compound F of E is
Ž .a solution of 1 .
< <Part F: Extension of w. Let b g K such that b ) 1 and put z s brx.0
 4Let K z be the ring of convergent power series in z over K with respect
5 < ‘ n < Ž < <.to the absolute value given by Ý a z s max a . Let R sz zns0 n n 0
w < xK w i g I . Observe thati
n‘1 z z 1 z ci n  4w s s s ? s z g K z ,Ýi ž /x y c b y c z b 1 y c rb z b bŽ .i i i ns1
for each i g I.
 4 < < < < < < wThus R : K z . Moreover, w s 1r b - 1 s w . By HJ, Lemmaz0 i i
x ‘ n3.3 every f g R is of the form f s a q Ý Ý a w , where a g K0 0 ig I ns1 in i in
< < < < < < < <and almost all of them are 0. Hence, f F f , and therefore f F f .z z
 4Therefore the inclusion R : K z is a continuous R -homomorphism. As0 0
5 w xR is the completion of R with respect to HJ, Lemma 3.3 , thisz0
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 4 winclusion induces a continuous R -homomorphism l: R “ K z . By HJ,0
x Ž .Proposition 3.9 , there is p g R such that Ker l s p . It follows that0
p s 0 and hence l is injective.
 4 ww xxIdentify R with its image under l to assume that R : K z : K z .
ŽŽ ..The specialization z “ 0 extends to a K-rational place of K z unrami-
Ž .fied over E s K z . Its restriction to F is a K-rational place c of F
Ž .unramified over E s K z .
Ž . Ž .As c w s 0 s w w , we have res c s res w. Replace c by c (s1 1 E E0 0
Ž .for a suitable s g G FrE , if necessary, to assume that res c s w.0 F1
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let K be an ample field. Consider a regular split0
K -embedding problem,0
pr
H i G ErK x “ G ErK x . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Let K be the algebraic closure of K in E. Then0
Ž . Ž . Ž .a 4.7 has a regular solution F.
Ž . Ž .b Suppose that E has a K-rational K-place w unramified o¤er K x
Ž .  4such that w x g K j ‘ . Then F has a K-rational K-place w unramified0
Ž .o¤er K x .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We first prove b and then deduce a from b .
Ã ÃŽ . ŽŽ ..Proof of b . Let t be transcendental over E. Let K s K t , K s0 0
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽŽ ..K t , and E s EK. Then KrK is a finite Galois extension of complete0
fields under the t-adic absolute value, and the corresponding extension of
Ã ÃŽ .residue fields is KrK these are infinite fields . In particular, KrK is an0 0
Ãunramified extension. Since the extension KrK is regular and free from
ÃErK, the fields K and E are linearly disjoint over K. Hence w extends to
Ã Ã Ã Ãa K-rational place w of E, and therefore K is the algebraic closure of KÃ 0
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž ..in E. Furthermore, w is unramified over K x . Finally, G ErK x isÃ 0
Ž Ž ..isomorphic to G ErK x and acts on H via the restriction map. Thus0
prÃ Ã Ã ÃH i G ErK x “ G ErK x 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 0
Ãis a split K -embedding problem.0
ÃŽ .By Proposition 4.1, 4.8 has a solution field F such that w extends to aÃ
Ã Ã ÃK-rational place of F unramified over E. Since K is ample, it is existen-0
Ãtially closed in K . Lemma 2.1 therefore asserts the existence of a solution0
Ž . Ž .field F of 4.7 and of a K-rational K-place of F unramified over K x .
Ž .Proof of a . Only finitely many K -places of E are ramified over0
Ž . Ž .K x . Thus, there is a K -place w of E unramified over K x such that0 0 0
Ž . Ž .w x g K . Composing w with an automorphism of E over K x , we may0 0
Ž .assume that the restriction of w to K x is a K-place. However, w need
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not be K-rational. Nevertheless, the residue field K X of w is a finite Galois
extension of K that contains K. Let EX s EK X. Then w extends to a0
X X X XŽ . X Ž .K -rational place w of E , unramified over K x . Furthermore, E rK x0
Ž X Ž ..is a Galois extension, and its Galois group G E rK x acts on H via the0
Ž X Ž .. Ž Ž ..restriction G E rK x “ G ErK x :0 0
XEE
XŽ . Ž . Ž .K x K x K x0
The existence of wX implies that EXrK X is regular.
Ž .By b , the split embedding problem,
pr
X XH i G E rK x “ G E rK x , 4.79Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .has a regular solution. Conclude from Lemma 1.1 that 4.7 has a solution
Ž .that is regular, if 4.7 is regular.
Combine Proposition 4.2 with Proposition 1.4 to get the following:
Ž .THEOREM 4.3. Let K be an ample field. Then e¤ery regular split0
K -embedding problem,0
pr
H i G ErE “ G ErE ,Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .has a regular solution.
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